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TIE VIENNA MIXTURE.
Bv GEoRGE E. AnalsTraosc, M.D.

Professor of Physiology, Faculty of Medcine, University of
Bishop's College. 1'hysician to the Western Hospital.

During a visit to the British and European

Hospitals, a medical man picks up here and there
a great nany points which he thinks are of more
or less value ; and it often happens, at least in my
experience, that some litle imiprovement in some
line of treatment or method of procedure, from its
great superiority over older ways or means, and
from the frequency it is used, affords far greater
satisfaction than other points of apparently at any
rate at first sight much greater importance.

One day while in Vienna, -in JIuly, 1886, my
friend, Dr. J. C. Caneron, drew my attention to the
advantages of the anæesthetic used by Prof. Billroth
and others at the Vienna Krankenhonsa. It was
a mixture of alcohol one part, ether one part, and
chloroform three parts. I admit having had a little
prejudice against these mixtures, of which we have
had so many ; but from what I saw of this mixture,
I thought it worth while to try it. Accordingly. I
provided myself with one of Leiter's improved
anesthetic bottles and an inhaler, and on my
return home began to use it. I was so much
pleased wih its action, that since then I have used
nothing else.

The minxtures is prepared by adding togéther first
t1ie ether sulphuric one part (Seiibbs),and-then
three parts of D. and F. chloroform made from pure
aoolo Some chernical action takes place as hea't
is' produced, then diluté ivith one part of ,pre

alcohol. The bottle which I obtair"i fron Leiter
consists of an ordinary 4 Oz. bottle, ot'the shape of
an Eiu-de-Cologne bottle, with a faucet attaced
to the neck and mouth, so that the flow is started oi-
stopped by simply pushing to the right or left a
littie button. This arrangement allows a little
stream to escapt which can be checked instantly.
The inhaier consists of a light metallicframework,
with a handleand a porous w'oollen cover which
can be easily removed and cleansed. The arches
of the inlialer close down, bringing the inhaler into.
smaller volume for cariying. The-advantages

,which I find this anesthetic and mode-of admin
istiation to possess are the following:


